
 HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT 
 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 
 

✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT is a modified polymer that is a lightweight render for applications between 

4-40mm in thickness 

✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT is a cementitious base coat for rough surfaces requiring a heavy build up 

✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT achieves 4-40mm in a single application 

✓ Application to low porosity or non-ridged surfaces will require decomix™ Super Bond 

✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT provides optimum performance, durability, and easy application 

SURFACE 

 
✓ Clay 

✓ Concrete Brick and Blocks 

✓ Aerated concrete  

✓ Existing cement renders 

PREPARATION 

 
✓ Add 3 litres of clean water to a bucket 

✓ Slowly add decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT while stirring (uses of a powder stirrer recommended) 

✓ Add entire contents of bag and adjust with water to achieve desired consistency 

✓ Allow to stand for 2 minutes prior to application 

✓ A 15kg bag of decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT will require approximately 4 litres of water 

APPLICATION 

 
✓ Ensure all substrates are clean and free of adhesion inhibiting materials. Make sure there is no excessive water 

or mold releasing agents 

✓ Apply decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT to the substrate with steel trowel at desired thickness 

✓ Allow the mixture to firm up sufficiently prior to ruling off to form a flat surface 

✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT once ruled off, the surface can be floated to achieve a smoother surface 

finish 

✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT is not designed as a finishing render, but as a base leveling coat 

✓ Once it has dried sufficiently, skim with a single coat of decomix™ Coarse or Fine render to achieve a surface 

finish ready for paint or texture coating  

✓ Should not be applied during extreme weather conditions, such as extremely hot or windy 

✓ Extreme porous substrate should be 1st dampened to assist hydration 

✓ While decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT must be allowed to cure for a minimum of 5 days prior to over 

coating with desired coating finish 
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PACKAGING 

 
✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT is supplied as a dry mix powder 

✓ 15kg bag 

✓ Pallet lots of 80 Bags 

✓ Purple and White Bag 

 

COVERAGE 

 
✓ A 15kg bag of decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT will approximately cover 2 square meters at a thickness of 8-

10mm 

CLEAN UP 

 
✓ Clean all tools in clean water immediately 

SAFETY 

 
✓ decomix™ HIGH BUILD LOW WEIGHT is non-toxic; however it is formulated with cement which is alkaline in 

nature 

✓ Any contact with eyes or skin should be immediately flushed with clean water 

✓ This product may also contain traces of silica presented only as an impurity 

✓ Eye, skin and breathing protection is recommended during preparation of products 

WARRANTY 

 
✓ When decomix™ FULL SYSTEM is applied in accordance with the above specification, decomix™ will provide 

a 15 years materials warranty against peeling and delamination. This warranty does not cover workmanship 

or product failure caused as a result of hydrostatic pressure or structural movement. See warranty for 

details. 
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NOTE: 

Acrylon Industries Pty Ltd, its staff and distributors will not accept responsibility for any failure caused as a result of factors 
beyond our control including but not limited to onsite handling, preparation or application of this product.   Application of  
this product should only be performed by qualified trades people trained   in the use of this type of product. Information 
supplied in this publication is based on our testing and experience and is given in good faith. Suitability of this product 
should be independently determined prior to use. Warranty is limited to the replacement of any materials proven to be 
faulty. Acrylon Industries Pty Ltd will not warrant job defects caused as a result of but not limited to, structural/substrate 
movement or entrapped moisture. 


